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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS CAN REDUCE A NUMBER OF RISKS,
INCLUDING REPUTATIONAL, MARKET ACCESS, REGULATORY, AND
STRANDED ASSETS RISKS, BY REQUIRING CLIENTS TO ADOPT A POLICY
AGAINST THE USE OF CAGES IN THE PRODUCTION OF ANIMAL
PRODUCTS.
TAs the global awareness increases about the cruelty committed against farmed animals
held in cages—including cages for laying hens and gestation and farrowing crates for
breeding sows—consumers are changing their consumption patterns. Governments are
prohibiting the worst type of production systems, and worldwide, over 1,800 companies
have adopted commitments to transition to only using cage-free eggs. Similarly, more than
60 companies have committed to eliminating the use of gestation crates, including large
producers such as JBS and BRF, either directly or in their supply chains. A number of
financiers have also started to adopt animal welfare policies.

The IFC Good Practice Note on Animal Welfare states that housing systems should give all
animals space to stand, stretch, turn around, sit, and/or lie down comfortably at the same
time. In practice, this means that cages should not be financed, as they do not allow for
this type of behavior. At least four financial institutions (Standard Chartered, the Triodos
Bank, Bank Australia and Australian Ethical) have already adopted policies that exclude
any finance to systems that use cages. The Rabobank, one of the world’s largest agricultural
banks, encourages all its clients to transition to cage-free systems by 2025. Several other
banks have also adopted policies that avoid or strongly restrict finance for systems that use
cages, such as BNP Paribas, ABN Amro, ING, Volksbank, CDC (the UK’s development finance
institution), the FMO (the Dutch development agency), and the EBRD.

“Businesses that address or enhance animal welfare are likely to win or
retain a competitive advantage in the global marketplace.”
International Finance Corporation’s Good Practice Note

The Responsible Minimum Standards were included in the Guidance
Document for UNEP’s Principles for Responsible Banking

Gestation crates
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When producers implement animal welfare practices, including cage-free and cratefree housing systems, there are tremendous benefits to the animals, but there are
also advantages for the environment, public health, and the people who work with
farm animals. These include:

Improved public image and reduced
reputational risk.
Improved access to markets that
require higher animal welfare
standards.
Improved animal health, which can
lead to increased productivity,
reduced veterinary costs, and lower
mortality.
Reduced risks of zoonosis spreading
from farm-animals to humans, such as
Salmonella in eggs.
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FARMS INITIATIVE’S RESPONSIBLE
MINIMUM STANDARDS (RMS)
There is an increasing awareness among investors of the responsibility to work with
food businesses to better ensure they are mitigating such risks. An effective way to
do this is to require producer companies to implement the FARMS Initiative’s
Responsible Minimum Standards (RMS), and for other companies to only source
from those that have adopted the RMS.
In particular, systems of confinement such as cage housing for laying hens and
crates for sows should not be financed. These housing systems can be expensive
and have a working life of 15-25 years, if not more, and have the potential to
become stranded assets, based on the clear trend away from cages and crates
resulting from welfare concerns.
Recommendations
For financiers
Stop financing new construction of housing systems that do not meet the RMS.
Require producers to create a time-bound plan for transitioning towards
meeting the RMS.
Require any company to adopt a time-bound plan for transitioning towards
sourcing only from cage- and crate-free production systems meeting RMS
requirements.
Encourage any company to adopt a time-bound plan for transitioning towards
only sourcing from suppliers that meet the RMS.
Provide attractive financing for producers who plan to transition to cage- and
crate-free production systems.
For investors

Refrain from investing in companies that do not meet the RMS requirements
and do not have a time-bound plan to do so.
Refrain from investing in companies that do not have a time-bound plan for
transitioning towards only sourcing from cage-free production systems that
meet the RMS requirements.
Engage with companies to support them in a transition to RMS aligned policies
and use proxy voting power to support shareholder resolutions that require this.
Invest in companies that sell and promote sustainable, healthy, and high
animal-welfare food products.
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HENS
Most hens used in industrial egg
production in Southeast Asia and Latin
America spend their entire lives confined
in small wire enclosures known as
“battery cages.” In these cages, these
birds cannot even walk or spread their
wings completely. Each cage confines 5
to 10 animals, and each hen has a space
smaller than a letter-sized sheet of paper
to live. Many do not survive, and those
who manage to live are often forced to
live with the remains of those who died.
Due to this enormous cruelty,
conventional battery cages have already
been banned throughout the European
Union, Bhutan, New Zealand and various
American states. Canada has also
committed to gradually ending this type
of confinement.
Companies are also taking measures to
end this abuse and an ever-growing
number has already signed a
commitment to only sourcing cage-free
eggs in their supply chains. Examples of
these are large fast-food chains such as
McDonald's, Subway and Burger King,
global food manufacturers Unilever,
Kraft Heinz, Mondelēz International and
Nestlé, as well as food service companies
like Sodexo and Compass Group. In
Thailand, CP Foods, one of the country's
largest egg producers, has committed to
only producing cage-free eggs.
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PIGS
Millions of breeding sows are confined in
crates for practically their entire lives.
These crates are approximately the same
size as the sows’ bodies, so they cannot
even walk or turn around. They live their
entire lives without being able to express
their natural behaviors such as rooting,
searching for food, making nests and
grazing.
Scientific studies show that sows that are
kept in crates are more likely to suffer
from frustration and psychological
trauma. They also suffer from physical
problems such as urinary tract infections,
weakened bones, limping or even loss of
locomotion due to problems with legs
and hooves.
Sow stalls are illegal in Sweden and the
UK. Across the European Union, there has
been a partial ban on them since 2013.
They are being phased out in 10 states in
the US and in New Zealand, and there is
a voluntary industry agreement to phase
out their use in Australia. In Canada,
building new gestation crates systems
has been prohibited since 2014.
A large number of companies, such as
meat producers JBS, BRF, Aurora,
Frimesa, and Pamplona, and fast food
chains like Subway, McDonald’s and
Burger King, have also committed to
eliminating the continuous use of
gestation crates across Latin America.

Sinergia Animal is an international animal protection
organization working to end the worst practices of industrial
animal agriculture. We work in countries of the Global South - in
Southeast Asia and Latin America - to reduce the suffering of
animals in the food industry and promote more compassionate
and healthy diets. We have been recognized as one of the most
effective animal protection NGOs in the world by the renowned
institution Animal Charity Evaluators (ACE).
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